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Accurate image search using the contextual

dissimilarity measure
Herve Jegou, Cordelia Schmid, Hedi Harzallah and Jakob Verbeek

Abstract— This paper introduces the contextual dissimilarity
measure which significantly improves the accuracy of bag-of-
features based image search. Our measure takes into account the
local distribution of the vectors and iteratively estimates distance
update terms in the spirit of Sinkhorn’s scaling algorithm,
thereby modifying the neighborhood structure. Experimental
results show that our approach gives significantly better results
than a standard distance and outperforms the state-of-the-art in
terms of accuracy on the Nistér-Stewénius and Lola datasets.

This paper also evaluates the impact of a large number of
parameters, including the number of descriptors, the clustering
method, the visual vocabulary size and the distance measure.
The optimal parameter choice is shown to be quite context-
dependent. In particular using a large number of descriptors is
interesting only when using our dissimilarity measure. We have
also evaluated two novel variants, multiple assignment and rank
aggregation. They are shown to further improve accuracy, at the
cost of higher memory usage and lower efficiency.

Index Terms— image search, image retrieval, distance regular-
ization

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we address the problem of finding images

of the same object or scene viewed under different imaging

conditions. Initial approaches used simple voting based tech-

niques [1], [2]. More recently they were extended based on a

bag-of-features image representation [3], [4]. Our paper builds

upon these approaches and presents methods to improve the

accuracy.

The main contribution of this paper is the contextual

dissimilarity measure (CDM) which takes into account the

neighborhood of a vector. This measure is obtained by it-

eratively regularizing the average distance of each vector

to its neighborhood. This regularization is motivated by the

observation that a “good ranking” is usually not symmetrical

in an image search system. To be more precise, if an image i is

well-ranked for a query j, then j is not necessarily well-ranked

for query i. Intuitively, this phenomenon yields suboptimal

accuracy, as will be confirmed in this paper.

The dissimilarity measure described in this paper improves

the symmetry of the k-neighborhood relationship by updating

the distance, such that the average distance of a vector to

its neighborhood is almost constant. This regularization is

performed in the spirit of the Sinkhorn’s scaling algorithm [5].

It is also somewhat similar to a local Mahalanobis distance.

Indeed, assuming all directions to be equivalent, the average

distance computed over the neighborhood can be seen as a

local variance.
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Our CDM is learned in a unsupervised manner, in contrast

with a large number of works which learn the distance measure

from a set of training images [6], [7], [8], [9]. In contrast

to category classification where class members are clearly

defined and represented by a sufficiently large set, this does

in general not hold for an image search system. Our approach

is somewhat similar to the weighting schemes from text

retrieval, e.g. the term frequency/inverse document frequency

weighting [10], which can be seen as a simple way to improve

the distance [3], [4]. Experimental results show that the gain

due to our CDM is significantly higher than the one obtained

by a weighting scheme. Furthermore, these approaches can be

combined.

This paper also analyzes the impact of different parameters.

We show that using a large number of descriptors is not always

desirable, except when using the CDM. As previously shown

in [11], the dataset used to generate the visual vocabulary

strongly impacts the accuracy of the search. Accuracy is much

higher when the vocabulary is learnt on the dataset to search,

especially when using large visual vocabularies.

The first proposed variant consists in assigning each local

descriptor to several visual words instead of only one. It

provides a moderate but consistent improvement, especially

for large visual vocabularies. As it significantly impacts the

efficiency of the query, it should only be considered when

very high accuracy is required. The second proposed variant

is rank aggregation [12], which has not been used in the

context of bag-of-features based image search before. The

idea is to combine the results of several concurrent image

search systems which differ in the visual vocabularies learnt on

distinct subsamples of descriptors. The performance improves

significantly, and increases with the number of image search

systems used in parallel. However, using several image search

systems has a high cost in terms of memory and computation

time. We have found experimentally that the choice of three

systems is a good compromise, as it provides most of the

accuracy improvement.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the

bag-of-words image retrieval approach of [4] and describes

some variants. The contextual dissimilarity measure and its

relationship with Sinkhorn’s algorithm are described in Sec-

tion III. Section IV presents the approach for rank aggregation.

The relevance of our approach and its parameters are then

analyzed in Section V.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE IMAGE SEARCH SCHEME

In the following, we present the different steps of our image

search framework, similar to [4], and the tested variations.
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Descriptors: The n database images are described with local

descriptors. We combine the SIFT descriptor [1] with the affine

Hessian region extractor [2]. As a variant, the 128-dimensional

SIFT descriptors are reduced to 36-dimensional vectors using

principal component analysis.

Visual words: The visual words quantize the space of descrip-

tors. Here, we use the k-means algorithm to obtain the visual

vocabulary. Note that, although the generation of the visual

vocabulary is performed off-line, it is time consuming and

becomes intractable as the number of visual word increases (>
100000). As a variant, we use the fast hierarchical clustering

approach described in [3].

Assigning the descriptors to visual words: Each SIFT descrip-

tor of a given image i is assigned to the closest visual word.

The histogram of visual word occurrences is subsequently

normalized with the L1 norm, generating a frequency vector

fi = (fi,1, . . . , fi,V ). As a variant, instead of choosing the

nearest neighbor, a given SIFT descriptor is assigned to the

k-nearest visual words. This variant will be referred to as

multiple assignment (MA) in the experiments.

Weighting frequency vectors: The components of the frequency

vector are weighted with a strategy similar to the one in [3].

Denoting by n the number of images in the database and by

nj the number of images containing the jth visual word, the

weighted component wi,j associated with image i is given by

wi,j = fi,j log
n

nj

. (1)

The resulting visual word frequency vector wi =
(wi,1, . . . , wi,j , . . . , wi,V ), or simply visual word vector, is a

compact representation of the image.

Distance: Given the visual word vector wq of a query, sim-

ilar images in the database are represented by vector(s) wi

minimizing d(wq, wi), where the relation d(·, ·) is a distance

on the visual word vector space. Note that the weighting

scheme previously described can be seen as part of the distance

definition.

Our contextual dissimilarity measure described in Sec-

tion III operates at this stage. It updates a given distance

d(·, ·), e.g., the Manhattan distance, by applying two weighting

factors δi and δj that depends on the vectors wi and wj

between which the distance is computed:

CDM(wi, wj) = d(wi, wj) δi δj . (2)

The distance update term is computed off-line for each visual

word vector of the database. The extra-storage required to

store this scalar is negligible. We will show in Section III

that computing this term is not required for the query vector.

Efficient search: The distance computation is optimized with

an inverted file system exploiting the sparsity of the visual

word vectors [13]. Such an inverted file can be used for any

Minkowski norm [3] when the vectors are of unit norm. For

huge vocabulary sizes, the strategies proposed in [3] and [14]
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Fig. 1. Toy example: the 3-nearest neighbors of vector 5 without (solid) and
with CDM (dashed). The circles display the average distances of vector 3
(blue) and 5 (red) to their neighborhood.

greatly reduce the cost of assigning the descriptors to visual

words.

Rank aggregation: The idea is to use multiple visual vocabular-

ies, i.e., to combine the results of several image search systems

where each one uses a different vocabulary. Each vocabulary

is learnt on a different subset of the descriptors. The approach

is described in Section IV.

III. CONTEXTUAL DISSIMILARITY MEASURE

In this section, we first motivate our new measure. We then

introduce the update procedure of the dissimilarity measure.

This first step of this procedure, by itself, produces a new

dissimilarity measure (non-iterative approach). The proposed

CDM is then obtained by iterating this update step until a stop-

ping criterion is satisfied. Finally, we underline the relationship

between our approach and the projection to doubly-stochastic

matrices. We also show how to efficiently compute the CDM

for large datasets.

A. Neighborhood non-reversibility and its impact

The toy example of Fig. 1 illustrates the non-reversibility of

the neighborhood for a k-nearest neighbor search. Vector 3 is

a 3-nearest neighbor of vector 5, but the converse is not true.

In contrast, it is (trivially) the case for an ε-search, where the

neighborhood of a vector q is defined as the set of vectors x
such that d(q, x) < ε.

To measure the reversibility of a neighborhood we introduce

the neighborhood reversibility rate. Let us consider the neigh-

borhood N (i) of a given visual word vector wi and #N (i)
the cardinality of this set. Obviously, #N (i) = k is constant

within the k-nearest neighbors framework. The neighborhood

reversibility rate is then defined as follows:

1

n

∑

wi

1

#N (i)

∑

wj∈N (i)

revers(wi, wj), (3)

where revers(wi, wj) = 1 if wi is a neighbor of wj and wj

is a neighbor of wi, 0 otherwise.

The neighborhood properties of a bag-of-feature image

search system are illustrated in Fig. 2. The first line shows

the returned images for the query image on the left. We can
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observe that the three relevant images are not ranked in the

first three positions. However, if we submit each of the 10

highest ranked images to the system, we can observe that the

initial query is returned in the 10-neighborhood of the relevant

images only, see1 columns of Fig. 2. In other words: the

neighborhood reversibility is satisfied for the relevant images

only. This suggests that accuracy may be improved by

◦ verifying for each returned image of the short-list, if the

reversibility property is satisfied. However, note that this

would require to perform many additional queries, i.e.

one per image of the short-list2.

◦ by improving the reversibility of the neighborhood.

Due to the non-reversibility of the neighborhood, we can

observe that some images are returned relatively often, while

others are returned only when submitting the image itself.

These images are referred to as too-often-selected images and

never seen images and are defined for a given neighborhood

size k. Section V-B.3 shows experimentally that the CDM

significantly reduces the number of too-often-selected and

never seen images. Note that the never seen images can not

be retrieved even when iteratively browsing the dataset, i.e.,

when choosing any image in the short-list of size k as new

query.

B. Non-iterative approach

The above mentioned problems of neighborhood non-

reversibility suggest a solution which regularizes the vi-

sual word vector space. Intuitively, we would like the k-

neighborhoods to have similar diameters in order to approach

the reversible ε-neighborhood.

Let us consider the neighborhood N (i) of a given visual

word vector wi defined by its #N (i) = nN nearest neigh-

bors. We define the neighborhood distance r(i) as the mean

distance of a given visual word vector wi to the vectors of its

neighborhood:

r(i) =
1

nN

∑

x∈N (i)

d(wi, x), (4)

where d(·, ·) is a distance or dissimilarity measure, e.g. the

distance derived from the L1-norm. The quantity r(i) is shown

in Fig. 1 by the circle radii. It is computed for each visual word

vector and subsequently used to define a first dissimilarity

measure d∗(., .) between two visual word vectors:

d∗(wi, wj) = d(wi, wj)
r̄

√

r(i)r(j)
, (5)

where r̄ is the geometric mean neighborhood distance obtained

by

r̄ =
∏

i

r(i)
1
n . (6)

This quantity is computed in the log domain. Note that the

arithmetic mean can be used as well and leads to similar

1Note that the reversibility rate for this query and a neighborhood of size
10 is equal to 0.3.

2We have tested this variant and observed that its performance is inferior
to the distance regularization proposed in this paper.

results. In contrast to [15], we do not use any smoothing factor

denoted α in [15]. Indeed, the new update term r̄/
√

r(i)r(j)
used here (instead of its square) amounts to choosing α = 0.5.

For this non-iterative approach, it provides close to optimum

results in terms of accuracy, see [15].

The relation d∗(·, ·), referred to as non-iterative contextual

dissimilarity measure (NICDM), is not a distance: although

the symmetry and the separation axioms are satisfied, the

triangular inequality does not hold. This is not a problem in the

context of finding the nearest neighbors of a given vector wi.

Comparison measures that do no satisfy the properties of a

distance have been used in information retrieval. For instance,

the image search system of [16] explores the use of the

Shannon-Jenson divergence and a metric derived from a LDA

model.

Note that in Eq. 5 the terms r(i) and r̄ do not impact the

nearest neighbors of a given vector. They are used to ensure

that the relation is symmetric.

Let us now consider the impact of the approach on the

average distance of a given vector wi to the others. This impact

is formalized by the following ratio:
∏

j d∗(wi, wj)
∏

j d(wi, wj)
=

∏

j

r̄
√

r(i)r(j)
. (7)

Together with the observation that
∏

j r(j) = r̄n, we have
∏

j d∗(wi, wj)
∏

j d(wi, wj)
=

(√

r̄

r(i)

)n

, (8)

which in essence means that, on average, the NICDM d∗(·, ·)
reduces distances associated with isolated vectors (with r(i) >
r̄) and, conversely, increases the ones of vectors lying in dense

areas.

C. Iterative approach

The update of Eq. 5 is iterated on the new matrix of dissim-

ilarities. The rationale of this iterative approach is to integrate

the neighborhood modification from previous distance updates.

Denoting with a superscript (k) the quantities obtained at

iteration k, we have

d(k+1)(wi, wj) = d(k)(wi, wj)
r̄(k)

√

r(k)(i)r(k)(j)
. (9)

Note that, at each iteration, the new neighborhood distances

r(k)(i) are computed for each visual word vector wi.

The objective of this iterative approach is to minimize

a function representing the disparity of the neighborhood

distances, in other terms to optimize the homogeneousness

of the dissimilarity measures in the neighborhood of a vector.

This function, here defined as

S(k) =
∑

i

|r(k)(i) − r̄(k)|, (10)

is clearly positive. Its minimum is zero and satisfied by the

trivial fixed-point of Eq. 9 such that

∀i, r(i) = r̄. (11)
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the neighborhood non-reversibility of a bag-of-features image search system (L1 distance). The top-left image is the query image.
The first line displays the ordered set of images returned for this query. The three relevant images are ranked 1

st, 5
th and 9

th. Each column represents a new
image search performed by querying with the top image of this column. The boxes indicates where the initial query (top-left image) is returned for the new
queries.

Let us define a small quantity ε > 0. As a stopping criterion,

the algorithm terminates when the inequality S(k)−S(k+1) >
ε is not satisfied anymore. This ensures that the algorithm

stops within a finite number of steps. In practice, for ε small

enough, we observed that this criterion led r(k)(i) to converge

towards the fixed-point of Eq. 11.

Let us recall that, by contrast to [15] where a smoothing

factor had to be set, here Eq. 9 amounts to choosing α = 0.5.

This choice does not impact the accuracy, as it is observed

that for α < 0.9, the algorithm converges towards the same

set of values.

At this point, we can only compute the CDM between visual

word vectors of the database, due to the iterative design of

this distance. In order to compute directly the CDM from the

original distance, one has to maintain a cumulative distance

correcting term δ
(k)
i during iterations, as

δ
(k+1)
i = δ

(k)
i

√

r̄(k)

r(k)(i)
. (12)

Denoting by δi the quantity δ
(k−1)
i when the algorithm termi-

nates, it is easy to show that

dk(wi, wj) = d(wi, wj) δi δj . (13)

The k-nearest neighbors of a given query q are then the

minima given by

NN(q) = k-argminj d(q, wj) δj . (14)

Note that finding the nearest neighbors of a query vector q
does not require the knowledge of the update term associated

with q, as shown in Eq. 14. That is why we only need to

compute the partial term

d(q, wj) δj . (15)

Hence, it is possible to find the nearest neighbors with the

CDM for a vector which is not in the database. One has just

to store together with a given database visual word vector

wi the corresponding distance update term δi, which in terms

of storage overhead is clearly negligible. Given the original
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Algorithm 1 – Compute CDM update terms(D,k,ε)

Input D: N × N matrix of pairwise vector distances

Input k: neighborhood size

Input ε: convergence threshold

δ = (δ1, δ2, . . . , δN ) := (1, 1, . . . 1)
repeat

% compute neighborhood average distances

for i = 1 to N do

N (i) := { k nearest neighbors of the ith vector }
r(i) := 1

k

∑

j∈N (i) D(i, j)
end for

% compute their geometric mean

r̄ := (
∏

i r(i))
1
n

% compute update terms

for i = 1 to N do

δi := δi

√

r̄
r(i)

end for

% update the pairwise vector dissimilarity measures

% diag(δ) is the diagonal matrix with diagonal δ

D := diag(δ) × D × diag(δ)

% test convergence

Sold := Snew

Snew :=
∑

i |ri − r̄|
until Sold − Snew < ε
return (δ1, . . . , δN )

distance matrix and the parameters k (neighborhood size)

and ε (convergence threshold), the pseudo-code for computing

the update terms of the CDM is given by Algorithm 1. This

algorithm may be advantageously implemented in the log-

domain.

D. Relationship between CDM and projection to doubly-

stochastic matrices

Here we briefly describe the projection of distance matrices

to doubly-stochastic matrices, which is closely related to the

CDM introduced above. As discussed in the previous section

the CDM rescales distances d(wq, wi) by a scalar factor δi.

The correction factors δi are set in such as manner that for all

points wi the average distance from wi to its nearest neighbors,

r(i), become similar: ∀i : r(i) ≈ r̄.

The CDM is a modification of Sinkhorn’s scaling algo-

rithm [5]. Sinkhorn’s algorithm takes a positive matrix A and

iteratively normalizes the rows and columns to have unit L1

norm. The algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a unique

fixed point, which is a doubly stochastic matrix: all rows

and columns sum to unity. Interestingly, when applied to a

squared distance matrix A there is a geometric interpretation

of Sinkhorn’s algorithm [17]. In this case Sinkhorn’s algorithm

yields a matrix B = ∆A∆ which is doubly stochastic, and ∆

is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements δi. If P is the set

of points that generated the square distance matrix A, then

elements of B correspond to the square distances between

the corresponding points in a set Q, where the points in Q
are obtained by a stereographic projection of the points in P .

The points in Q are confined to a hypersphere of dimension

d embedded in IRd+1, where d is the dimensionality of the

subspace spanned by the points in P (or, if the points in

P are confined to a hypersphere, d is the dimension of that

hypersphere). In Fig. 3 we illustrate the projection of a set of

points P ∈ IR2 to a sphere in IR3.

Note that the points in Q all have the same average squared

distance to other points, since all rows (and columns) of B sum

to unity. Thus, if we consider the “new” distances between the

i-th point and other points j, given by [B]ij = [A]ijδiδj , we

see that they are given by a scalar correction δj of the original

distances [A]ij , and in addition we have the scalar correction

δi which is constant for all j. Clearly, CDM and projection to

doubly stochastic matrices modify the distances from a point i
to other points j in the same way: by multiplicative correction

terms for each j.

The projection to doubly-stochastic matrices suffers from

one weakness in the context of image retrieval: the projection

takes into account the distances between all pairs of points.

However, as high dimensional data—like our visual word

frequency vectors—usually live on a (non-linear) manifold of

lower dimension embedded in the vector space, only small

distances are meaningful in the sense that they tend to corre-

spond to small geodesic distances along the manifold. Large

distances, however, are not indicative for the corresponding

geodesic distances along the manifold: the geodesic distance

may vary greatly for constant distance in the embedding

space. For this reason, our CDM method regularizes pairwise

distances in smaller neighborhoods instead of regularizing all

pairwise square distances. Note that the flavor of the CDM

method—global analysis of properties in small overlapping

neighborhoods—resembles that used by many recently devel-

oped methods for non-linear dimensionality reduction inspired

by ISOMAP [18] and LLE [19]. The relevance of this choice

is demonstrated in V-B.1.

E. CDM for very large sets

For very large datasets, the bottleneck of the CDM is the

distance computation between all frequency vectors, which in

theory is of quadratic complexity in the number of images.

Fortunately, finding the true neighborhood of frequency vec-

tors is not required to obtain accurate update terms. Subopti-

mal approximate nearest neighbor search of frequency vectors

as proposed in [15] greatly improves the efficiency of the

update terms’ calculation. We showed that using this strategy

to compute the CDM update terms moderately decreases the

accuracy of the search while allowing the use of the CDM for

a set of 1 million images [15].

Another possible simple method for computing approximate

update terms consists in choosing a fixed set of frequency

vectors, not necessarily extracted from the dataset to index, to

compute the neighborhood distance. This results in a very fast

computation of the update terms. Moreover, the terms do not

depend on the dataset to index: they only depend on the chosen

fixed set. As a consequence, this avoids having the so-called
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Fig. 3. (a) A set of points in IR
2 with zones of different density. (b) Projection onto the sphere in IR

3 using Sinkhorn’s algorithm to yield doubly stochastic
distance matrix. Note the much more uniform density of the points on the sphere.

out-of-sample extension, as adding new frequency vectors to

the dataset does not modify the other update terms.

IV. EXPLOITING MULTIPLE VOCABULARIES USING RANK

AGGREGATION

The search accuracy is improved by using t independently

generated vocabularies instead of only one, i.e., by generating

t different visual word codebooks. Hence, t distinct image

search systems are used, each of which is implemented with

an inverted file. The underlying motivation is that it is very

unlikely that each system returns the same false positives,

while it is very likely that true positives are returned often.

Rank aggregation combines the results of t different subsys-

tems with the method of [12] which was proposed to perform

approximate nearest neighbor search of vectors in the spirit of

locality sensitive hashing [20]. For each retrieved image we

compute its median rank over all ranked lists returned by the

t sub-systems. Ties are resolved arbitrarily, but not randomly.

Example: Let us consider t = 3 different subsystems and a

query for which an image of the dataset is ranked 1st in list 1,

4th in list 2 and 3rd in list 3. The set of ranks obtained for this

image is (1, 3, 4), hence its median rank is 3.

Note that this approach can also be applied to other

quantiles, i.e., instead of the median one can choose the

first quartile. However, we have observed that the median

rank consistently provides good results, in contrast to other

quantiles.

This approach improves the accuracy, as shown in Sec-

tion V. Its main drawback is that the storage requirements

are t times higher. Moreover, except for region extraction

and descriptor computation, all the other steps of the image

search system, i.e., descriptor quantization and inverted file

querying are computed t times instead of only one. For very

large datasets, where querying the inverted file becomes the

bottleneck of the algorithm, the query becomes roughly t times

longer.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Datasets and evaluation criteria

The evaluation is performed on two datasets:

◦ the Nistér and Stewénius (N-S) dataset [11],

◦ a set of frames [4] extracted from the movie “Run, Lola,

Run!”.

The N-S dataset is composed of 2550 objects or scenes, each

of which is imaged from 4 different viewpoints. Hence the

dataset contains 10200 images. The Lola dataset is composed

of 164 video frames extracted at 19 different locations in the

movie.

For all the experiments, we used the Hessian-Affine detec-

tor [2]. Except when explicitly specified, the threshold is set

to 100, resulting in an average number of 2269 descriptors per

image, and the L1 distance is used.

Three datasets have been used to perform the k-means

clustering: the Corel set which is uncorrelated with the

evaluation sets, as well as the N-S and Lola datasets used

for the evaluation. For this purpose we have extracted from

these datasets subsamples of about 1 million SIFT descriptors,

except for the Lola dataset where the whole set of descriptors

was used.

Two different measures are used to evaluate the impact of

the various parameters and variants: the average normalized

rank (ANR) and, for the sake of comparison, the measure

used by Stewénius and Nistér [11]. For a given query image,

the ANR [4] is given by

ANR =
1

nq

nq
∑

i=1

1

n nrel(i)





nrel(i)
∑

j=1

rank(j) −
nrel(i)(nrel(i) + 1)

2



 ,

(16)
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Fig. 4. Query examples: ranked lists obtained with and without CDM. We can observe that the CDM significantly improves the ranking.

clustering clustering vocab. N-S score

method dataset size no CDM Sinkhorn CDM

#1 k-means corel 1000 2.90 3.05 3.45

#2 k-means corel 10000 3.10 3.21 3.53

#3 k-means corel 20000 3.12 3.25 3.54

#4 k-means corel 30000 3.14 3.28 3.55

#5 k-means N-S 1000 2.91 3.14 3.49

#6 k-means N-S 10000 3.16 3.25 3.57

#7 k-means N-S 30000 3.26 3.31 3.57

TABLE I

N-S DATASET. IMPACT OF DISTANCE REGULARIZATION (CDM WITH

nN = 10 AND SINKHORN ALGORITHM [5]), OF THE DATASET USED FOR

k-MEANS CLUSTERING (UNCORRELATED COREL DATASET OR THE N-S

DATASET ITSELF) AND OF THE VOCABULARY SIZE.

where nq is the number of queries, n is the number of

dataset images and nrel(i) is the number of images which

should be retrieved for image i. This measure indicates the

average normalized position (between 0 and 1), in which a

relevant image appears. For instance, ANR≈0.01 means that

the average rank of a relevant image is approximately equal

to 1000 for a dataset of 100000 images. Clearly, a lower ANR

signifies better accuracy.

The measure proposed in [11] counts the average number

of correct images among the four first images returned. This

measure is meaningful because there are 4 relevant images per

object in the N-S dataset.

B. CDM

1) CDM vs Sinkhorn algorithm: All the experiments in

Table I, Table II and Table III show a significant improve-

ment when using a distance regularization method (CDM or

Sinkhorn). Note that the parameters are summarized in the

caption. Table I shows that the Sinkhorn algorithm improves

clustering vocab. norm nN ANR

dataset size no CDM CDM

#1 corel 10000 L1 30 0.0522 0.0148

#2 corel 20000 L1 10 0.0476 0.0238

#3 corel 20000 L1 20 0.0476 0.0156

#4 corel 20000 L1 30 0.0476 0.0145

#5 corel 20000 L2 30 0.0528 0.0224

#6 corel 30000 L1 30 0.0468 0.0133

#7 corel 50000 L1 30 0.0416 0.0118

#8 lola 10000 L1 30 0.0321 0.0063

#9 lola 20000 L1 30 0.0240 0.0046

#10 lola 20000 L2 30 0.0231 0.0053

TABLE II

LOLA DATASET. IMPACT OF k-MEANS CLUSTERING DATASET,

VOCABULARY SIZE, NORM (MANHATTAN L1 OR EUCLIDEAN L2) AND

NUMBER OF NEIGHBORS nN USED IN THE CDM CALCULATION.

the results. However, the gain due to the CDM is significantly

higher, and this for all the tested parameters. Thus, regulariza-

tion with local distances only is very important in our context.

The relevance of the CDM is also confirmed by experiments

on the preprocessed data of [11], as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 4 illustrates some typical queries for which the CDM

significantly improves the results. For the N-S dataset (first

two lines), the query with no CDM returns flowers, which

are often irrelevantly returned. The capability of the CDM to

reduce the impact of the too-often-selected images is clear in

this context. The query on the Lola database (two last lines) is

even more impressive. The first three images are correct with

and without CDM. Although the next four images seem wrong

for both queries, they are in fact correct for the CDM, as the

images correspond to the same location (Deutsche Transfer

Bank) observed from significantly different viewpoints.
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clustering training vocab. N-S score

method set size no CDM CDM variant

#1 hierarchical corel 10000 2.90 3.41 [3]

#2 k-means corel 30000 2.68 3.37 L2

#3 k-means corel 30000 3.01 3.49 PCA

#4 k-means corel 30000 3.12 3.59 MA×2

#5 k-means corel 30000 3.07 3.60 MA×3

#6 k-means corel 50000 3.21 3.60 MA×2

#7 k-means corel 50000 3.18 3.61 MA×3

TABLE III

N-S DATASET. IMPACT OF THE VARIANTS AND OF THE FOLLOWING

PARAMETERS: CLUSTERING METHOD (k-MEANS OR HIERARCHICAL [3])

PERFORMED ON THE COREL DATASET, VOCABULARY SIZE, NORM (L1 IF

NOT SPECIFIED OR L2), USE OF THE PCA (36 DIMENSIONS), MULTIPLE

ASSIGNMENT (MA) OF DESCRIPTORS TO VISUAL WORDS. FIXED

PARAMETER: nN = 10.

2) Neighborhood size of the CDM: The only parameter

of the CDM is the neighborhood size nN . Fig. 5 shows the

impact of this parameter on the performance of the iterative

approach. We can observe that the sensitivity to this parameter

is moderate: the accuracy increases significantly in the case

of very small neighborhoods and decreases gracefully when

using large neighborhoods. A small neighborhood also results

in lower computational cost. In the rest of this paper, the

size nN is fixed to 10, although better results may be obtained

by optimizing this parameter.

3) too-often-selected and never seen images: The impact of

the CDM on the neighborhood reversibility is very important.

This has been verified on the N-S dataset with a vocabulary

size of 10000. For a neighborhood size of 10 the neighborhood

symmetry rate (Eq. 3) increases from 0.37 to 0.62. The

percentage of never seen images, see Section III-A for the

definition, decreases from 9.7% to 0.2%. Similarly, for the

10200 queries of the N-S dataset the most frequent image

is returned 54 times in the first 10 positions with the CDM,

against 1062 times using the standard L1 distance.

C. Impact of the parameters and variants

1) Clustering: We have implemented and evaluated the

hierarchical clustering approach [3]. Comparing Table III

Exp. #1 and Table I Exp. #2, we can see that hierarchical

clustering reduces the accuracy. However, its significantly

reduces the computational cost for assigning SIFT descriptors

to visual words, especially for large vocabularies. Note that the

concurrent approach of [14] offers similar efficiency as [3], but

provides better accuracy (very similar to k-means).

The dataset used for the clustering may have an impact

on the accuracy, as shown in Tables I and II. For these

two datasets we compare in column “clustering dataset” k-

means clustering on an uncorrelated dataset (Corel) with k-

means clustering on the evaluation dataset itself (either N-S

or Lola). In both cases the results are improved by generating

the visual vocabulary with a subset of the dataset on which

the experiments are performed.

This confirms the observation made by Nistér and

Stéwenius [11], i.e., that using the evaluation set for clustering

significantly improves the results. This is particularly true

when using a large vocabulary, as shown in Fig. 7 which shows

some results obtained with the preprocessed dataset of [11].

When comparing the experiments #1-#4 with #5-#7 in

Table I, we can observe that the CDM is less influenced by the

learning set. This remark does not hold for the Lola dataset

(see Table II). A possible explanation is that for this set the

clustering was performed on the entire set of descriptors and

not only on a subsample, hence emphasizing the adaptation of

the visual vocabulary to the evaluation dataset.

2) Number of descriptors: Fig. 6 shows that the number

of descriptors extracted for each image has a strong impact

on the accuracy. We can observe that the accuracy increases

up to a certain point only, i.e., using a too high number of

descriptors decreases performance. A possible explanation is

that the strongest interest points, i.e., with high cornerness

values, are diluted among those with low cornerness, and

that this results in noise in the frequency vectors. However,

the best number of descriptors to be used depends on the

other parameters. In particular, the CDM benefits from a high

number of descriptors.

Note that for this experiment, the interest points have been

generated using a low threshold and are then filtered based

on their cornernesses value. This is slightly different from

the standard setup, where the suppression of non-maxima is

performed after the thresholding.

3) Vocabulary size: Table I, Table II and Fig. 7 show that

bigger vocabularies provide better retrieval accuracy. However,

the gain is rather moderate, except when the visual vocabulary

is learned on the evaluation set itself (see Fig. 7). In this case

the bag-of-features image search system becomes very similar

to an approach which matches individual descriptors, i.e., for

very large vocabularies the number of visual words is equal to

the number of descriptors in the clustering dataset and all the

descriptors are used as centroids. Note that search results ob-

tained when matching individual descriptors outperform those

of bag-of-features based search, but significantly increase the

search complexity.
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4) Norm: It was observed in [3] that the Manhattan distance

provides better results than the Euclidean one. This observa-

tion is confirmed in our experiments for the two datasets and

also holds when the CDM is used, see Table III Exp. #2 and

Table II Exp. #5 and #10. However, this observation depends

on the dataset, as noticed in [14].

5) Dimensionality reduction of SIFT with PCA: We reduce

the dimensionality of the SIFT descriptor with PCA from 128

to 36 dimensions. Table III Exp. #3 shows that PCA marginally

reduces the accuracy, while decreasing the computational cost

of the visual word assignment. However, the hierarchical

SIFT assignment of [3] decreases the assignment cost more

significantly and at the same time obtains comparable results,

see Table III Exp. #1 and Exp. #3. Using PCA in this context

is, therefore, of limited interest.

number of distinct vocab. N-S score N-S score

visual vocab. size without CDM with CDM

1000 2.91 3.49

1 10000 3.16 3.57

30000 3.26 3.57

1000 2.93 3.54

3 10000 3.20 3.63

30000 3.29 3.63

1000 2.94 3.55

5 10000 3.21 3.64

30000 3.31 3.65

1000 2.95 3.56

9 10000 3.22 3.65

30000 3.32 3.67

1000 2.96 3.57

19 10000 3.22 3.66

30000 3.33 3.68

TABLE IV

N-S DATASET. RANK AGGREGATION: IMPACT OF THE NUMBER OF

DISTINCT VISUAL VOCABULARIES (1 TO 19), HERE LEARNED ON THE N-S

DATASET ITSELF. NOTE THAT THE THREE FIRST ROWS (1 DISTINCT

RANKING ONLY) CORRESPOND TO NO RANK AGGREGATION. FIXED

PARAMETER: nN = 10.

6) Multiple assignment of SIFT descriptors: The MA of

SIFT descriptors to visual words slightly improves the accu-

racy of the search (see Table III, Exp. #4 to #7) at the cost of

an increased search time, due to the impact of the method on

the visual word vector sparsity. For instance, for V = 30000
visual words the number of multiplications performed is 7
times higher for MA×3 than for the simple assignment. It

should be used for applications requiring high accuracy. Note

that the number of assignments must be small, e.g. 2 or 3,

as we have observed that the accuracy decreases for larger

values.

7) Rank aggregation: Table IV presents the results obtained

with the rank aggregation method described in Section IV. The

visual vocabularies have been generated using distinct SIFT

subsamples of the N-S dataset, obtained by modifying the seed

of the random number generator. The number of votes required

for an image to be added to the ranking list is equal to 2 for

3 visual vocabularies, 3 for 5, 5 for 9 and 10 for 19.

The results show that rank aggregation improves accuracy.

The scores are consistently improved for all sets of parameters.

The best score obtained with rank aggregation is 3.68 against

3.57 for a single vocabulary. The trade-off between accuracy

and efficiency can also be adjusted by choosing a smaller

number of distinct visual vocabularies. Hence using only 3

distinct ranking sets is sufficient to obtain a fair improvement.

D. Comparison with the state-of-the-art

For the N-S dataset, the CDM approach obtains a N-S score

of 3.55 (maximum 4) for a CDM computed with nN = 10
neighbors and 30000 visual words learnt on the Corel dataset.

Combining the CDM with the MA improves this results to

3.61 for 50000 visual words. Our best score of 3.68 has
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been obtained using rank aggregation (see Table IV). The best

previous score [11] is 3.29 for their most time consuming

approach and a visual vocabulary learned on the N-S dataset

itself.

Our best ANR score for the Lola movie is 0.0046, sig-

nificantly outperforming the previous best score 0.0132 [4].

Note that, by contrast to their work, we use only one type

of descriptor (in this case their best score is 0.0196) and no

temporal filtering. Our approach is still better (0.0118) if the

visual words are learned on uncorrelated data. In [4] the visual

vocabulary was learnt on the Lola dataset.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper introduces the contextual dissimilarity measure

to compare frequency vectors of a bag-of-features image

representation. This new measure is based on a distance

regularization algorithm in the spirit of the Sinkhorn’s algo-

rithm, which projects distance matrices on doubly-stochastic

matrices. In contrast to this algorithm, our regularization uses

local distances only, similar to recently proposed methods for

non-linear dimensionality reduction.

The performance of our approach has been demonstrated

for a bag-of-features based image search system. A large set

of experiments shows that the accuracy is significantly and

consistently improved by the CDM for two different datasets.

We also analyze several variants and the impact of the main

parameters of our image search system. Our final system

significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art on both datasets.
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